










Royal Commission Recommendation 2.5

On 4 February 2019, the Government released the Hayne Royal Commission final report, which 
included Recommendation 2.5 on Life Insurance Commissions. This was a big wake up call for 
all in the life insurance sector.



AFA/FPA Joint Taskforce

In June 2019, following the release of the Hayne Royal Commission final report, and in 
responding to Recommendation 2.5 and the broad acceptance of the threat that existed in 
terms of consumer access to and the affordability of life insurance advice, the AFA and the 
FPA established the joint taskforce.  The objectives included:

• Input into the scope and Terms of Reference for the 2021 ASIC review. 

• Better articulating the value of life insurance advice (initial and ongoing).

• Advocating for the retention of ‘commissions’ as a choice option for consumers.

• Assist life insurance advisers to be fully compliant in preparation for the 2021 ASIC review.



AFA/FPA Joint Taskforce

Some of the key activities of the Taskforce have included:

• Advocating with FASEA on the application of the Code of Ethics to life insurance only clients. 

• Responding to APRA on the proposed intervention into the IDII market.

• A submission to ASIC on the methodology for the 2021 Life Insurance Review.

• Advocacy with ASIC and APRA on emerging concerns in the life insurance market.

• Advocacy with the Actuaries Institute in response to their consultation on a suite of 

recommendations to address sustainability in the IDII market.

• Meeting with key stakeholders to provide an advice perspective.

The AFA and the FPA have also worked with the FSC and the Life Insurers as part of the Choice and 

Access to Life Insurance project.



AFA/FPA Joint Taskforce – Current Membership

AFA Members

• Sam Perera – AFA President

• Helen Morgan-Banda – AFA CEO

• Phil Anderson – GM Policy & Professionalism

• Katherine Hayes – Financial Adviser

• Brett Wright – Financial Adviser

FPA Members

• Marissa Broome – FPA Chair

• Dante De Gori – FPA CEO

• Ben Marshan – Head Policy, Strategy and Innovation

• Hari Maragos – Financial Adviser

• Cameron Peck – Financial Adviser

Mark Everingham served on the taskforce as an FPA financial adviser representatives from commencement in 2019 until Q3 2021



Changes to Codes – FASEA and TPB

Since the Life Risk Guide was released, there have been two key developments with respect to 
an adviser’s obligation to comply with Codes:

• FASEA are currently consulting on changes to the Standard 3 on Conflicts of Interest and 
Duty.  This has long been a complication for risk advice, although FASEA have framed 
guidance to suggest that, subject to certain rules, receipt of commissions may be 
permissible.

• With the passing of the Better Advice Bill in October 2021, it is now confirmed that financial 
advisers will no longer be captured by the TPB/TASA regime and will therefore no longer 
have a specific obligation to comply with the TPB’s Code of Professional Conduct from 1 
January 2022.









Example approach to Individual Clients

• Section 1 of the guide is about Defining the Scope:

• Many people do this through the Fact Find, recording client direction or a Terms of Engagement. 

• Being a risk practice, I have used a “Letter of Engagement”, to set client expectations on the costs 

at each stage, our advice process and other matters such as cancellations or hours of availability.

• The Fact Find and other documents are also useful tools for recording decisions around the scope.







• Section 3 of the guide which covers the analysis 

and strategy that ultimately allows you to 

provide advice.

• Have adopted the use of a Strategy Paper to 

reconfirm understanding of clients priorities and 

provide opportunity to refine if needed. 

• Opportunity to discuss indicative 

costs/premiums with clients

• Opportunity to document anticipated altered 

terms such as possible exclusions / loadings.

The strategy



Recommendation of Product

Section 4

• Know your product and know your client is the rule here.

• This goes beyond premium competitiveness and a score insurer rating software

• Underwriting philosophy of the insurer – health of client, family history and past times

• Importance of relevant features

• Client’s timeframe for cover needs – stepped v level

• Risks of future events impacting cover e.g cover tied to employment, planned parental leave etc

• Portability of cover e.g. change of ownership structures or funding



Implementing the Advice 

Section 5

• Client deviates from your recommendation – what to do?

• Minimising the likelihood of client not proceeding or making alterations!



Final sections

Section 6, 7 & 8

• 6. After Service Agreement

• Annual review or adhoc?

• 7. Record keeping

• Records relating to the advice, research, interactions with clients and third parties etc

• The layout and security of the records

• 7. Conflicts of Interest





Business Insurance Advice



Breadth of Business Insurance Advice



Scope of Engagement

What role are you playing?

How are you charging for your services?

Letter of Engagement to define role

Who is the client?

• Business, Owners, Families



Getting the right data

Ownership 
Structures 

& 
Valuations

Cost base 
and tax

External 
Debt 

Structures

Internal 
Debt 

Structure

Scenario 
testing 

keyperson 
risk

Existing 
Agreements



Building the Advice

What needs are to be 
covered? (Buy/sell, 

keyperson etc)

What events are to be 
covered? (Death, TPD, 

Trauma)

Ownership of insurance to 
get the proceeds to the 

appropriate entity

Tax impacts for premiums 
paid and benefit proceeds 

received

Underwriting limits will 
impact product selection

Timeframe of insurance 
need (Stepped or Level 

premium)?



Supporting the Advice

What other documentation do you need to 
support the insurance advice?

o Succession or Buy/Sell Agreement

oDebt Reduction agreement

oProprietors or Shareholders agreement

oKey-person minutes

oWills and Powers of Attorney

Whose role is it to ensure these are completed?

What about uninsured events?



Ongoing Service

Regular Reviews Claims Management
What about the needs of 

the business owners’ 
families?
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Access to webinar content

• Today’s webinar recording, and presentation slides will be uploaded to afa.asn.au and FPA 
Learn

• All registrants will receive an email confirming when available

• Get in touch at info@afa.asn.au or cpd@fpa.com.au if you have any questions

Thank you for joining us!

mailto:cpd@fpa.com.au

